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KATIE CAMPBELL 
Ces Plaisirs 
I want someday to write a passage 
as poignant as that phrase: 
'these pleasures,' she wrote, 
garlic-stinking vagabond 
ancient as the sphinx 
winking feline nods at passing fancies 
loving cats above all others 
and her mother/child the cherished Sido 
both of whom she would have eaten 
in a flash; 
these pleasures: cactuses 
that blaze once a decade, 
the exhilarating loneliness 
of strutting naked round a stage 
in lime light, by shaded lamp 
across the thick blue pages 
over beach bleached sand 
through bloodfed fields 
disguised, among the dying 
charting every sigh 
fi-om blushing adolescent thighs 
to layered silks supporting sagging flesh 
draped across a divan 
vain until the very end 
where even lust gives way to friendship 
and even friends die off 
but the mushrooms still thrust their gamey buttons through the earth 
if you just know where to look: 
these pleasures, which we lightly call 




Royal Academy, 12.11.88 
We wander through The Age of Chivalry: walls full of busy, almond-eyed 
men, 
secure in their faith in their place in the world 
their faith that brought grain or acceptance of famine. 
You wince and glance round for a seat -
the plinth of a 12th century ironwork gate: 
sinuey swans curve through primitive forging. 
We're stopped by a guard, 
directed to benches in room number five. 
It 's coming,' you murmur. Another false start. You rise up, restless. 
I love the annunciations: 
the word or the dove or the angel 
whispering into her ear. 
'She didn't even get a fuck,' you twist in pain, 
or anticipation of pain, 
or simply the wretched weight of waiting. 
A man seeing you stroking your belly, 
makes space by a battered, wooden St. George 
slaying a demurely conceding dragon. 
Your eyes have that distant, pupilless look 
of worn-out madonnas 
on church facades. 
'There are no pregnant madonnas,' you say, 
'Can you think of a pregnant madonna?' 
Then you wince again, and scurry to sit 
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'This is it.' But it doesn't recur, 
and we're pressed to give up our places 
to two old ladies, tired, with less to anticipate. 
'Let's go.' If it doesn't come today they'll induce it. 
This time tomorrow, today will be simply a story: 
'The day before you were bom.' 
As we hurr)' back through the manuscript room 
I notice on an intricate page, a tiny creature, 
etched in gold, 
its dainty toe pointed, stepping, tentatively out of the frame. 
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